PUFF’D prototype explores plasticity of composite construction and the role of the seam and joint in architecture. Inspired by Japanese joinery, puffy jackets and jet fighter airplanes, PUFF’D proposes a novel construction technique for full scale architecture. Instead of following parametric paneling and module-based logics, PUFF’D employs large monolithic building components or “mega panels” suggesting new ways of full scale assembly on site. The project follows up on our previous explorations with mega-panels, joinery and robotic assembly. The previous prototype used the language of stitching and wood joinery to study how composite mega-panels may come together as assembly. The current proposal scales up and develops an inflatable composite sandwich technique to minimize waste and explore new formal and structural possibilities. Instead of milling a foam block and laying up fiberglass, we propose sewing two sheets of uncured “pre-preg” fiberglass and injecting spray foam inside. The form of the prototype is a folded envelope with hyperbolic surfaces. Structural analysis was run on the form and stress gradients were identified. That information was then used as a template to parametrically develop structural reinforcement in the surface. The thickening of the surface took place by inflating the regions that needed more resistance to stresses. Inflation produced interesting effects, beginning to resemble a puffy jacket or lush baroque furniture. Where there was little stress in the shell, no foam is needed and the surface becomes very thin and transparent, producing effect of multi-materiality. The interior of the shell became highly articulated and the exterior remained smooth and simple. Seams and joints were then introduced to break up the shell with a real/fake joint language. While the puffy interior expressed only the real assembly joints, the smooth exterior surface began to have fake seams running off and around the real seams to give articulation to the exterior.
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